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Abstract—In this work, a novel approach to the modeling
of ESD protection elements multi-layer varistors (MLV) is presented. Based on measurements of the static I-V-characteristics,
an approach similar to the EKV model is used instead of the
known ideal I-V-characteristics in the threshold voltage region.
Additionally, an equivalent circuit for the representation of the
impedance frequency response (especially its low- and midfrequency behavior) is derived from impedance measurements
depending on the varistor’s DC operating point. The established
model includes frequency depending resistances known from skin
effect modeling.
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Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is a severe threat to many
integrated circuits (IC). Hence, external protection elements
are required to fulfill international standards as well as the
specifications of customers. The behavior of the protection
elements depend on various factors. Due to the difficulty of
measuring the transient voltages and current of the ESD, a
deeper metrological insight is often not possible or requires
enormous effort. Hence, the efficiency of the protection elements is mostly verified empirically. Simulation-based approaches provide the possibility to foresee the susceptibility
to ESD quickly and cost-effectively.
For this purpose, ESD protection elements are often modeled using standard (non-) dynamic devices, i.e. resistances,
inductances and capacitances. However, especially deviations
between simulation and measurement are observed around the
threshold voltage of the varistor. For a better understanding
of that effect, a detailed study of the device in frequency
domain was carried out. Thus, in [1] an approach based on
a hardware description language (HDL) for analog circuits
was introduced with which ESD protection elements can
be described more flexible. In this work, this approach is
continued by means of multilayer varistors (MLV) of type
EPCOS CT0603K14G [2]. The necessary steps for the generation of an equivalent model are the same as in [1], namely,
determining the static I-V-characteristic and analyzing the
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Fig. 1. Impedance frequency response of MLV for various DC bias voltages.

impedance frequency response. Nevertheless, in section II, it
is shown why for the letter an enhancement of the equivalent
circuit model is necessary. The static characteristic of the MLV
is determined employing a curve tracer (Keithley 2400) for low
currents (Ivar < 50 mA). As shown in section III, the resulting
measurements are approximated by different approaches. In
section IV, the enhancement for the dynamic behavior is modeled with known skin effect approaches. In combination with
these skin effect models, an impedance analysis is performed
in section V in order to find the remaining equivalent circuit
parameter.
II. M OTIVATION
In contrast to [1], for the measurement of the varistor’s
frequency response the impedance analyzer Agilent E5061B
in combination with the 16034G SMD Test Fixture is employed. By this measurement setup, different DC bias voltages
VDC can be applied in addition to the small signal voltage
vAC (t). Consequently, obtained measurement results for different VDC = {17 V, 18 V, . . . , 31 V} are shown in Fig. 1. It can
be observed that the varistor’s static resistance (low-frequency
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Fig. 2. First approach to an equivalent circuit for the varistor based on
impedance analysis.

impedance) decreases for increasing VDC due to its nonlinear
I-V-characteristic. However, the frequency response exhibits
additionally peaking before the cut-off frequency similar to a
weakly-damped resonator. By means of impedance analysis,
an equivalent circuit can be found that introduces an additional
RL-stage (Lp and Rp , cf. Fig. 2) in parallel to the parasitic
capacitance Cp . Nevertheless, the determined values of Lp
vary from a few µH to 100 mH. In addition to these rather
unphysical values for Lp , the varistor’s frequency response
shown in Fig. 1 is not constant for low frequencies as it would
be for the model in Fig. 2. Hence, in this paper an approach
is introduced that uses in addition to linear dynamic elements
skin effect modeling (cf. section IV).
III. A PPROXIMATION OF THE I-V- CHARACTERISTICS
The first step in modeling the MLV is the determination
of the static nonlinear behavior. For this purpose, measurements with the Keithley 2400 curve tracer are performed. The
resulting I-V-characteristics are not described with an analog
HDL by look-up tables as it was performed in [1]. Instead,
the measurement results are approximated with two different
analytic approaches by means of least squares optimization in
the threshold voltage region.
A. Ideal varistor characteristic
The first used approach for fitting the measurement results
is the idealized power function varistor characteristic of the
form
N

Vvar
(1)
Ivar,ideal = 1 A ·
V1A

that can be found in [3]. In this expression, V1A states the
varistor voltage for that a varistor current of 1 A occurs.
The power degree N determines how fast the characteristic
increases. If (1) is to describe the negative threshold voltage
range as well as the positive without case differentiation, the
degree N has to be odd. In [3], a case differentiation for
different parts of the I-V-characteristics of the examined ZnObased varistor is made. Since in this paper the effects in the
threshold voltage region are of interest, the measured static
characteristic is approximated by means of least squares in
the region between 21 V and 28 V. Due to the large value of
N the approach (1) is only valid in the threshold region of
the varistor. In order to extend the voltage region of validity,
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Fig. 3.
Approximation of the measured DC characteristics by the two
different approaches (1) and (2) with N = 1 based on measurements before
the impedance analysis.

another approach similar to the EKV all-region MOS transistor
model [4] is utilized.
B. EKV similar approach
As shown in [3] for ZnO-based varistors, the characteristic
approach (1) is not suitable for the high voltage region of
the varistor characteristic. Since the degree of the power
function is very high (N > 20 for the regarded CT0603K14G),
the function increases to fast for high values of the varistor
voltage. Thus, an approach similar to the well-known EKV
MOSFET model [4] is applied to varistors in this work for
the first time. The function
h 
Vvar −V0 iN
(2)
Ivar,EKV = I0 ln 1 + e V1

for the measured forward current was chosen. In contrast to
the actual EKV model equations, here the power degree N is
a parameter for the nonlinear least squares approximation that
is performed under the constraint of N ∈ N. For high values
N
.
of the varistor voltage Vvar (2) approximates Ivar ∝ Vvar
Since the degree N in (2) is much smaller (normally in the
range 2 < N < 10) than in (1), the high voltage increase
is closer to a linear behavior as it is extrapolated in [1] and
[3]. Consequently, if the optimization results in N = 1, the
EKV similar approach (2) covers the high-voltage region of
the varistor’s characteristics as well. Thus, no further case
differentiation is needed. Exemplary approximation results for
both approaches are shown logarithmically in Fig. 3.
IV. S KIN EFFECT MODELING
Since the impedance frequency response for low frequencies
is non-constant with a slope < 20 dB/decade over several
decades and exhibits a peaking close to the cut-off frequency
(cf. Fig. 1), the model proposed in [1] has to be extended.
However, a first approach with additional network elements
such as high-valued a inductance and resistance (cf. Fig. 2
does not model the low-frequency behavior. One possibility
for describing the occurring effect, is the skin effect. Due
to increasing frequency of the arousing signal the effective
cross-section of the electric element decreases to a small
surface circular ring with decreasing skin depth [5]. As a
result, the resistance of the conductor increases with increasing
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Fig. 5. Equivalent network of the varistor including parasitic low- and midfrequency effects.

Fig. 4.

Ladder network representation of the CFE approach in (5) [6].

frequency. In the following subsections, two possibilities to
model the skin effect are regarded that can be found in [6].
A. Series of alternating poles and zeros
The frequency dependent
skin effect impedance is com√
monly modeled with a s behavior that can be approximated
by rational polynomial functions of the type
p

P
n+1
r
2r (B2 s)
p
r=0
(3)
Zskin (s) = B1 B2 s ≈ B1 q
P n+1 
r
2r+1 (B2 s)
r=0

with p = q = for even n and p = (n+1)
and q = (n−1)
2
2 for
odd n [6]. The binomial coefficients depending on the control
variable in the sums imply alternating equidistant poles and
zeros. A behavioral model for (3) written in Verilog-A can
be found in [7]. Therein, two drawbacks of the model using
the laplace zp function are named. The number of poles and
zeros cannot depend on a parameter, i.e. it has to be a constant.
Further, due to the employed laplace zp function, introduced
noise cannot be modeled. This is why, a second model for the
skin effect is regarded in the following subsection.
n
2

B. Continuous fraction expansion
Another model approach to the skin effect is of the form
r
sL
Zskin (s) =
coth (sLG)
(4)
G
1
1
≈
+ 3
.
(5)
1
G
1
sL + 5 +
G

7 +...
sL

√
At high frequencies, equation (4) exhibits the s behavior
as well since the coth saturates to 1. The approximating
continuous fraction expansion (CFE) (5) can be realized by
a truncated ladder network of the form shown in Fig. 4 [6].
Hence, this model approach can easily be implemented in
every circuit simulator. However, in order to gain sufficient
accuracy, a great number of stages has to be realized what is
very cumbersome. Therefore, a Verilog-A implementation of
the n-stage ladder model was developed [8].
V. M ODELING THE VARISTOR I MPEDANCE
In this work, the focus lies on the modeling of the peaking
in the impedance frequency response for several MHz and the
non-constant low-frequency impedance. Therefore, in contrast
to the model presented in [1], the series inductance that implies

in combination with the parallel capacitance Cp a resonance
in the GHz-range of the frequency response is neglected. The
static varistor characteristic from (1) or (2) in series connection
with skin effect impedance Zskin (s) that can be realized by (3)
or (4) the equivalent network in Fig. 5 is considered. In order
to determine the circuit parameter depending on the applied
Vvar , based on the impedance approach
Zvar (s) =

rdiff + Zskin (s)
sCp (rdiff + Zskin (s)) + 1

(6)

a least square approximation of the measured impedance
frequency response is performed. In (6) rdiff is the differential
resistance corresponding to the operating point of the varistor
characteristic. In contrast to the circuit parameter of Zskin (s)
and Cp , this resistance is not a optimization parameter in the
least squares approximation. Hence, rdiff has to be determined
in advance.
A. Differential Resistance at DC Operating Point
For the calculation of the differential resistance rdiff from
the static characteristics (either (1) or (2)), the varistor voltage
depending on the DC bias voltage supplied by the impedance
analyzer has to be calculated.
Thus, the calculation of the varistor’s DC operating point
Vvar (VDC ) is a numerical determination of roots of
0 = Vvar + 100 Ω · Ivar (Vvar ) − VDC

(7)

with VDC as a starting point. The 100 Ω in (7) are the series
connection of the source and load resistance of the measurement setup in which the varistor is embedded. Depending
on the chosen characteristic Ivar (Vvar ) (either (1) or (2))
different DC operating points Vvar (VDC ) are found. As a
result, the differential resistance in the DC operating point
can be determined with
!−1
dIvar
(8)
rdiff (VDC ) =
dVvar Vvar (VDC )
that is a constraint for the following least square approximation
of the measured impedance frequency response.
B. Calculation of the Model Parameter
In order to determine the unknown equivalent circuit parameter of the varistor model shown in Fig. 5, the magnitude
of the impedance frequency response |ZIA (f )| measured with
the impedance analyzer Agilent E5061B in combination with
the 16034G SMD Test Fixture is approximated using (6) by
means of least squares, i.e. mink|ZIA (f )| − |Zvar (f )|k22 .
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resistance as it is known from skin effect modeling were
introduced. Consequently, it was shown how the model parameter are calculated by means of least squares approximation
in order to fit the varistor’s impedance frequency response
depending on the applied DC voltage. As a constraint for the
optimization problem, the differential resistance of the varistor
was applied that can be obtained from the varistor’s static
characteristics. The latter was measured with a curve tracer
and approximated in the varistor’s threshold voltage region by
two approaches, namely the well-known power function and
for the first time an EKV model related approach.
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Fig. 7. Parallel capacitance Cp versus varistor’s DC operating voltage Vvar .

In Fig. 6, the approximation results including (4) are shown
for different DC bias voltages and choices for rdiff in comparison to the measurement results. Due to the fact that the
differential resistance is derived from the approximation of
static varistor characteristic (8), the optimization using this
rdiff as a constraint introduces a deviation in the low frequency
range. Therefore, to show the possible accuracy of the model
in (6), the least squares optimization is executed with the
measured rdiff = Zvar (ω → 0) and an unconstrained rdiff . It is
obvious that the model exhibits a similar frequency response
as the measurements. However, a perfect match is especially
for increasing DC bias voltages not possible.
In Fig. 7 optimization results for Cp that are independent
from the choice of rdiff are shown versus the varistor’s
operating voltage calculated from (7) using (2).
The differences between the two different model approaches
for the skin effect impedance (3) and (4) are visualized in
Fig. 8. Based on the choice rdiff = Zvar (ω → 0) the
optimization employing (4) leads to parameter L, G for that is
coth(sLG) ≈ 1 in the regarded frequency range. Hence,
the
√
optimization using (3) yield similar results for B1 B2 that
decrease as like Zvar (ω → 0) exponentially with Vvar .
VI. C ONCLUSION

The analysis of the DC bias dependent impedance frequency
response revealed that previous circuit models had not been
sufficient to describe the examined varistor’s low- and midfrequency behavior. Hence, in addition to the HDL-based
model from [1] two possibilities for a frequency dependent

Comparison of skin effect resistances and the constrained rdiff .
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